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Datacenter Operations

 

 

Reduce the workload of your support teams by transitioning IT infrastructure support

services to us. We work alongside your internal team to increase your IT efficiencies and

maximize your resources while keeping costs under control and improving your

responsiveness. Almost instantly reduce your operational costs for data center operations

support and add that to your bottom line.

 

End-user Computing Services

 

 

21st century workplace needs to be agile, scalable and collaborative. Managing laptops and

desktops are things of past. With advent of smartphones, BYOD and cloud computing,

reshaping the end-user computing experience has become imperative. We help organizations

with IT consulting and IT operations services to transform their workplace.

 

From cloud to on-premise, from data center operations to workplace management, we

manage your IT infrastructure with today's need and tomorrow's readiness.

Technologies are evolving quickly. Organizations are switching to OPEX models. CEOs are expected to

reduce expenses, boost productivity, and keep up with the rapid-fire pace of technology. Now Cloud

Infrastructure Management Services are useful in this situation.

The knowledgeable engineers and technicians at Now Cloud will offer professional-level support to solve

the unique difficulties of your company, from Data Center Operations to IT Projects. While lowering

expenses, enhancing productivity, and removing common infrastructure issues, we'll make sure you have

all the assistance you need to complete the task. We make a promise that fulfils expectations by utilising a

model that is both dependable and economical.



With a high degree of flexibility in partnership and engagement models, our Infrastructure Managed

Services (IMS) design, create, and manage a dynamic IT infrastructure for you. In order to give you the

best possible cost, time, and resource advantage, we give you the choice to select the delivery model,

staffing model, and pricing model combination. Additionally, we provide the services through cutting-

edge London- EXA infrastructure, ensuring disaster recovery capacity for service delivery.

Working with Now Cloud

 

 

Benefits:

Domain experts on demand

Utilize highly-skilled personnel and best-in-class automated management and monitoring tools

to improve the quality of service

Round-the-clock support

Expect any IT issues to be addressed on weekends, holidays and after office hours in addition to

regular working hours

Structured service delivery

Operate with industry-standard SLAs, standard processes and procedures that are aligned to

ITIL or customized to your business processes

Custom and scalable

Architect a fully adaptable managed IT solution that is customized to your unique business and

support requirements that can be scaled as you grow

Reduce costs of IT operations

Almost instantly reduce your operational costs for IT operations support and add to your

bottom line

We are a "People First" business. We constantly ensure the continuous success of our clients and

workers by placing problem solving ahead of anything else and walking the additional mile when

needed. This means that we appreciate our engagements with our staff as well as clients and base our

consultations on client’s specific aims which empower them to reach their company objectives.

Although we deal with technology, our primary goal is building a rock solid and secure relationship

with each of our clients. Every employee of our organization is trusted by our clients to provide

exceptional service and establish a lasting relationship as a trusted technology partner.
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